
ICONIC DESIGNER FURNITURE
Made in Belgium



We create a world of timeless 
and elegant furniture for 
corporate, hospitality, and 
residential interiors. 



Founded in 1963 by Walter Busschop, Bulo is a 3rd 
generation, family owned business, led by Carlo 
Busschop. Throughout its history, Bulo has built a 
reputation for creating timeless pieces that blend 
form and function, with a particular emphasis on 
comfort and durability. 

Over the years, Bulo has collaborated with many 
renowned designers, including Alain Berteau, Vincent 
Van Duysen, and Jean Nouvel, to name a few. Bulo's 
commitment to quality and sustainability is reflected 
in their use of durable materials and eco-friendly 
production methods. 

As we celebrate our 60th anniversary, Bulo continues 
to push boundaries and create timeless pieces that 
are sure to be treasured for many years to come. At
Bulo, we welcome change as a challenge to broaden 
our own design horizons and as a force to inspire 
innovation.



Craftsmanship, knowledge of materials and a sense of innovation – these 
are just some of the characteristics of our sister company Bosq, which 
constantly strives to set new standards in veneer. With the knowledge and 
the passion for wood, Bosq is a leading supplier and manufacturer of 
bespoke furniture and custom millwork with a focus on the most 
sustainable wood processing techniques. 

A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
Not only is veneer one of the most 
ecological ways to use wood, but 
Bosq strongly focuses on local wood 
and its recovery and valorization. 
Weathered wood from the iconic 
mooring posts in Venice, the trees 
from the garden of the Africa 
Museum in Tervuren, the wood from 
the lock gates in the Scheldt river, 
examples of wood that is given a 
second life in the form of an 
exclusive tabletop, cabinet, or bench.

BOSQ



Antwerp Showroom in Venetian Oak



Creativity Emotion Architecture

WE VALUE



WE COLLABORATE with REKNOWNED 
LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTS



Our
COLLECTIONS



H2O by Bataille & ibens













Monica by Bulo Design 
in collaboration with Gensler



Monica is a soft lounge chair 
with a solid wooden structure 
and a ‘draped’ upholstered soft 
shell resting on it. The duality of 
the chair is based on contrasts 
between hard and soft, static 
and fluid. The organic, soft 
shape provides luxury and 
supreme comfort. 









Lucca by Bulo Design 
in collaboration with Gensler







SL58 & SLL18 by Léon Stynen
 













Senses by Nathalie Van Reeth
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Nathalie Van Reeth





SB55 by Stéphane Beel 







Kei Tables 
by Bulo Design
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Bulo Design







DAN by Bulo Design
 





















VVD Bistro by Vincent Van Duysen
 







VVD Chair by Vincent Van Duysen
 





VVD Desk by Vincent Van Duysen
 



Normal by Jean Nouvel





Tab Chair by Alain Berteau









Pub & Club by Luc Vincent







Skater by Hannes Wettstein



Grid by Bulo Design
 









Mr Walter by Bulo Design





Modular Storage by Bulo Design
 





Bespoke by Bulo Design
 



What Can We Do For You? 


